In this paper regular products are investigated further, and several nonassociative, commutative products are produced. The significance of this problem is that its solution may lead to a more detailed classification of groups; for example, by means of direct products, all Abelian groups with a finite number of generators can be classified. It would also be a tool for the creation of new groups or new classes of groups.
The following questions are still open: (i) Are there any more fully regular products satisfying MacLane's postulate other than those already mentioned here? If so, how can they be classified?
(ii) How can all regular products be classified? Given a regular product, how can one decide if it is fully regular?
(iii) Given a group, defined by means of a set of generators and some defining relations, how can one tell whether or not it is a fully regular product of its subgroups?
In the second section of this paper, definitions and notation are given, and theorems proved in Golovin's paper are stated. Thus it should be possible to follow this paper without previous study of Golovin's work, but obviously such study would be helpful.
In the third section, theorems needed in the fourth and fifth sections are proved, and an important theorem due to W. Magnus is stated. Theorem 3.7 is of particular importance, since it is the key identity used to prove that Golovin's nilpotent products are a special case of the associative products given in §5. It is also of intrinsic interest, since it gives a relation between members of several lower central series of a free product.
In the fourth, fifth and sixth section, the final results are stated and proved; in the fourth section, the results on nonassociative products; in the fifth section, the results on associative products. A general method for proving a large number of regular products nonassociative is given in the second proof of Theorem 4.8. Notations and conventions are introduced there which are necessary in understanding the proofs of Theorems 4.9 through 4.11. In the sixth section MacLane's postulate is discussed, and a fully regular product is given which does not satisfy this postulate. The relation between the work of S. Moran and the results of this paper is summarized.
2. Notations, definitions, and theorems proved elsewhere. The following notations and definitions will be used throughout: G = (")» Ai means that G is the intersection of the sets (groups) At. G=H means the group G is isomorphic to the group 77. ft0 [A ] denotes the normal subgroup of G generated by the set (group) A. If there is no confusion, this will be denoted by Sft •C = A/B means that the group C is the factor group of A modulo B.
G= {Aa, aCM} means that G is generated by the subsets (subgroups) Aa where the index a runs over the set M. Similarly, G= {A, B, • ■ ■ } means that G is generated by A, B, • • • . G = T[a£M Aa means that G is the product of its normal divisors Aa; however, one of the Aa may not be normal. Similarly G=A BC means that G is the product of its subgroups A, B, C, two of which are normal.
G= Hagiif *Aa means that G is the free product of the Aa. Similarly G =A *B * C means G is the free product ol A, B, and C.
G= HaeAfX^4a means that G is the direct product of the groups Aa. Similarly G=. 4X23XC means that G is the direct product of the groups A, B, and C.
(x, y) =x~1y~1xy denotes the commutator of the group elements, x, y. (A, B) denotes the group generated by (a, b) for all aCA and bCB.°A =A, kA= (k~1A, A), where k is a non-negative integer. oA a =91° [.4 ], *^4G = (i_i^4Gl G). This is known as the lower central series determined by A. If there is no danger of confusion, kA will be used. If 27 is a subgroup of G and both kAji and kAg are under discussion, then kA will refer to kA a- A free associative ring, R, with generators Xi, • • • , xr over the integers is a ring generated by the X; and the integers with the following properties:
(i) all the usual ring operations hold except that multiplication is noncommutative ;
(ii) the integers commute with every element; (iii) no other relations hold between elements of the ring other than (i) and (ii);
(iv) a typical element of 2? is a finite or infinite sum of the form Questions of convergence do not enter here, since the summation is purely formal.
In a free associative ring R, [x, y] =xy-yx.
3. Preliminary theorems. In this section, we prove theorems needed in § §4 and 5. Theorem 3.3 (for which Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are needed) is a key theorem in proving the associativity of the products introduced in §5. Theorems 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 are needed to prove Theorem 3.7 whose significance is mentioned in §1. Theorem Ml, proved by W. Magnus, and Theorem 3.8 are the heart of a general method used in §4 to prove that a large number of products are not associative. Theorem 3.1. Let P and Q be subgroups of the group G. Then (iP, jQ) i+j+iPf\i+j+iQ, and in particular (<P, ,-G) S i+j+iP-(Comment. This is a generalization of G I; 5.4.) Proof. This follows almost immediately from G I; 5.4, for since jG = 'G, (%P, fi) ^ i+i(iP) = i+i+iP; dP, ,Q) S dP, ,G) ^ i+i+iP.
(Use is made of G I; 2.4.2.)
Similarly, (,-P, jQ) ^ n-j+iQ. q.e.d. Since 9c [(P, Q)(P, M)(Q, N)](N, M) is normal, the proof is finished. Proof. The proof is by induction on k. 
we have proved the theorem for k=0. Suppose true for k -1. kP = (k-iP, F). By G II; 1.2, we have to show that (r, ghu)dkPa (kHr\kG) for all rdk-iP^k-iG, g, h, u as above. By induction, r=t_ipw, where k-ipdk-iPa, ndk-iGC\k-iH. Using G I; 2.1.2, and Theorem 3.1, (r, g) = (t_ipw, g) = (k-ip, g)((k-xp, g), n)(n, g)dkPa-(kG, ^77) • (*_i77, G) 7/p = l+M2+M3+
4. Nonassociative products. In this section, several regular products will be defined and proved to be nonassociative.
In his paper Golovin asked, but did not answer, the following question: "Are all regular products associative?" An almost trivial example given in Theorem 4.1 shows that they are not. However, this product is not commutative, and the question arises, are all commutative regular products associative? Theorem 4.2 gives the answer in the negative. Theorems 4.3 through 4.8 give proofs of the nonassociativity of some commutative regular products. Each of these proofs is a special one, using a method probably not applicable to other nonassociative products. Starting with Theorem 4.8, a method is used which is due to W. Magnus, using Theorem Ml on the relations between commutator subgroups of a free group and elements of a free associative ring. This method is used to prove the nonassociativity of a large number of commutative, regular products, and is probably applicable to others not mentioned here.
Two proofs are given for Theorem 4.8, the second of which explains and utilizes the method due to Magnus. Notations and conventions will be introduced there which are used in the proofs of Theorems 4.9 through 4.11. is a commutative, nonassociative, regular product. In the rest of this section more commutative, regular products will be defined and proved nonassociative. A summary of these products is given on p. 34. as a subgroup of (77, C) in 77* C. Using G I; 3.1, G I; 3.6 and G II; 1.14, ((77, C), (77, C)) is generated by elements of the form
Thus in every element of ((77, C), (77, C)) appears an even number of factors of the form (h, c), since any cancellations will occur in pairs. But as shown above, the expansion of u as an element of (77, C) in 77* C has three factors, an odd number. The method using free associative rings which will be used later is also successful for proving Theorem 4. In the proof of (a) and (b), we shall need the following identities which can be checked by direct computation:
(k, m7 p are arbitrary integers)
(1) (rksmrhsm, sp) = (sm,rk)(rk,s2m)(s2n,r2k)(r2k,sp+2m)(sp+2m,rk)(rk,sm+p),
(skrmskrm, rp) = (rm, sk)(sk, r2m)(r2m, s2k)(s2k, rp+2m)(rp+2m, sk)(sk, rm+p),
(rksmrksm, rp) = (sm,rk)(rk, s2m)(s2m, rp+k)(rp+k, sm)(sm,rp), (4) (skrmskrn, sp) = (rm, sk)(sk, r2m)(r2m, sp+k)(sp+k, rm)(rm, sp). In (4) let m=3, k = 2, p = l, then (12) (r3, s2)(s2, r2)(r3, s) = 1.
Using (12) and (11), (13) (s2, r2) = (s2, r3)(s, r3) = 1.
Using (9), this gives (14) (r2, s) = 1.
In (2), let m = l, p=2, and use (13), (14) and the fact that 1 and 2 are essentially the only nontrivial values that k can take. We obtain (15) (r, s")(s\ r3) = 1.
Let k = 1, 2:
(r, s) = (r\ s); (r, s2) = (r\ s2).
Combining with (11):
(16) (s, r») = (s, r) = (r3, s2) = (r, s2).
In (2) let k=p = l, m = 2, and use (14):
(17) (s2, r)(r, s)is, r») = 1.
From (15) for k = l, and (17), it follows that Proof. Two proofs will be given here. The first will be a special proof designed for just this o. The second will be a proof, based on the work of Magnus given in §3. This second proof is a general method which will be used to show a large number of products are nonassociative.
Both methods are given here to indicate the superiority of the second method over the first. ? n ii ^Xx ii Let x, y, 2i, z2 be generators of a free associative ring R over the integers. Let a = l+x, o = l+y, c, = l+z,-as indicated in Theorem MI, i.e., we shall assume that A, B are infinite cyclic groups generated by a and b respectively and that C= [Ci, c2} is the free product of two infinite cyclic groups. We shall show that ((a, b), (a, c2)) corresponds to an element which cannot occur in P.
Since our argument will depend only on the literal coefficients of the elements of R, we shall not write the numerical coefficients. For example, instead of writing a typical element of A as
we shall write a typical element of A as
We first compute the literal coefficients of a typical element of P. We shall use Theorem 3.8, and it will be sufficient to consider only the first nontrivial term of each series.
P is the product of 9c[((A, 73), (A *B, A *B))] and ((A*B, C), (F, F)),
where F = A * 73 * C. We shall show that elements of the first factor considered as elements of R start with polynomials of degree 5, while those of ((A * 73, C), (F, F)) start with polynomials of degree 4. Thus if we can show that there are terms in the fourth degree polynomial with which ((a, b), (c, c')) starts which do not appear in any fourth degree polynomial corresponding to an element of ((A *B, C), (F, F)), we have proved the nonassociativity of our product. Note. In §5, it will be shown that this product is associative for k = 0. Therefore, the assumption that k^l is essential.
Proof Consider xiyyx2z* which appears in the expansion of u. We show that it [March does not appear in any term of the form (2) . In every term of (2) at least one of the following appears as a factor:
(3) otfiyb, fiayti, afidy, ftaSy, ySafi, ySfia, Syafl, Sypla.
Now consider (xiyyx2)zk, xi(yyxiz)zk~1, Xiy(yx2zz)z*-2, Xiyy(x2zzz)zk~l, • • • .. Consider the sets of four factors in the parenthesis of each of these terms. If xiyyx2zk appears in (2), at least one of the sets of four factors must be of the form (3). Xiyyxj cannot be one of the terms of (3) because all terms of (3) contain at least one z. yyx2z cannot be one of the terms of (3) because yy never appears in (3) as the first two factors since a 5^/3 and y^ 5. Similarly yx2zz cannot be one of the terms of (3). For the same reason, all other possibilities are excluded. Hence Xiyyx2z* never appears as one of the terms of (2). Xiyyx2z* does not appear in any term of (1) because of the presence of z*. Here is where the assumption k}± 1 is used, q.e.d. 5. Associative products. In this section, a denumerable number of commutative, regular products will be defined and proved associative. It will be shown that these products include products that are different from Golovin's nilpotent products, and that nilpotent products form a special case of these products. In Theorem 5.1 these products are defined and proved associative. The heart of the proof lies in Theorem 3.3. The rest of the theorems of this section "tie up odds and ends," and Theorem 5.5 generalizes the product of We want to show that P = Q. We shall show that Q^P. By symmetry, the opposite inequality will follow, and hence the equality. Proof. The proof of the associativity is the same as that for Theorem 5.1. The proof of non-nilpotentcy is the same as that for Theorem 5.3. 6. MacLane's postulate. In this section MacLane's postulate will be defined and it will be shown that all the commutative, regular products mentioned so far satisfy this postulate. Then the relation between S. Moran's verbal products and those of §5 will be briefly summarized.
Finally a denumerable number of fully regular products which do not satisfy MacLane's postulate will be given. This example shows that MacLane's postulate is independent of the other postulates. show that it does, q.e.d.
In [5] , S. Moran has defined verbal products and shown that they are fully regular. The following theorem shows that the products of Theorem 5.1 (and hence those of Theorem 5.5) are special cases of verbal products.
Theorem 6.2. Let G=A *B. Then (mG, nG)f\(A, B) = (nA, nB)(»A, mB), where m, n are two arbitrary, fixed non-negative integers.
Proof. For the proof of this theorem, the following lemmas will be useful: Then o is a fully regular product which does not satisfy MacLane's postulate; hence it is not a verbal product.
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem 6.3:
Lemma 3. (A, B) in A o B is a free group; in particular, (A, B) is generated by (a, 6), a£.4, 6£73, but some of the (a, b) are identified, i.e.,
(1) (a<o, 6,-6) = (aa,-, 6,-6) = (a<a, 66,) = (aait bbi) = (a,-, 6,)
for all aCAk= {a, aCcenter of A and ak = l} and all bCBk= {b, bCcenter of B and 6* = 1}. Apart from these identities, there are no other relations which hold among the generators of (A, 73); in particular, there are no elements of finite order.
Proof of lemma. It is sufficient to show that the only elements of (A, B) in 4 o 23 which equal 1 are the following: Let u = fT?=i (at, b/)ki be an element of (A, B) which equals 1. If x, = (a,-, bi) and the identities indicated in (1) are made; e.g., if x6 = (a2a, 62), a£^4*, then let x5 be replaced by x2 in the expression for u in terms of the x,-; then the expression for u becomes an identity in the free group generated by the Xi. It is sufficient to show that this is true for all the elements of A * B which equal 1 in A o B. 
h\a, b)bi = (6i, a)(a, bh).
Hence, if we let xi = (ai, 6), yi = (6i, a), and we use (1), then (3) and (4) become _1 _1 11 *i*i , yiyi or l-i depending on whether a£^4* or bCBk. Suppose the lemma is true for g of length n -1, i.e., g~1(a, b)g= JJ™ i (at, 6<)*i where, if x,-are substituted for the [March (a,-, bi) as indicated by (1), then YL* Xt=l as a product in the free group generated by the x,-. For every (a,-, bi) such that atdAk and btdBk, there corresponds either (bi, aa{) or (bbi, a<) with cE^4*, bdBk. Then using (2),
On (a,-, 6,-)a" = (a,-a", £>,-)(&,-, an) = x"y", a" (6i, aaf)an = (a", &i)(6,-, aaia") = y" xn , a" (£&,-, a,)a" = (a", bbi)(bbit aia") = yn xn .
Similar identities hold with bn substituted for aH. It is sufficient to show that 9c[£>]^9c [P] . That (b, c)dP for bdBk or cdCk follows from the fact that bdBk implies bdGk. Now consider (a, e), adAk.
